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Puppies Need The 

Right Start… 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Puppy Classes 
Asking The Right Questions !

Whether you decide to go for puppy kindergarten/preschool, puppy clicker 
training, or some kind of specialized puppy-focused training… !
It's no secret that puppies need to be socialized around other dogs and people 
when they are young pups.  !
Look for a puppy kindergarten/preschool class or class devoted to puppies. !
You can use this check list to screen the puppy classes and the teachers: !

Does the Class Trainer use Positive Methods ONLY. If they say they use 
corrective measures, when needed, be careful. I fell for that and they had a 
choke collar on my active little Sheltie in the first few minutes and made 
comments about her being an "alpha" dog. Ooops! The result was a 
confident, happy puppy who began to slither over to me and roll on her back 
begging for mercy. No way! I left the class with them warning me that my 
dog was going to turn out to be aggressive and out of control. But I found 
"Puppy Kindergarten" with a trainer who was TOTALLY positive, focused on 
socialization and kindness. My life and my puppy's life became awesome! !
How long have they been in business? What are the credentials of teachers? !!
What requirements do they have for safety of the puppies? !!
What requirements do they have for the health of the puppies who attend? !!
Will the puppies be turned loose to run around without supervision? !!
What are the goals for the class? (is socialization included?) !
 
As an extra question: !
Do they use rewards/reinforcement other than treats?
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